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Lavender varieties by growing 
characteristics

True Lavender 
(L. angustifolia)

Lavandin (L.x. 
intermedia) Relevant quality

Compact height
Blue Mountain a 12" to 18"
Coconut Ice a 24" to 30"
True Munstead a 18" to 24"
Folgate a 20" to 24"
Imperial Gem a 12" to 20"
Lodden Blue a 18" to 24"
Twickle Purple a 18" to 24"

Full, fan-like space apart
Buena Vista a 30"
Impress Purple a 36"
True Grosso a 36"
Amethyst
Super a

Fat Spike Grosso a 36"
Landscaping feature

Betty's Blue a silver foliage

Coconut Ice a

bright white-pink flowers contrast with 
deep purple varieties

Croxton's Wild a early bloomer white to lavender blooms

Edelweiss a

white flowers, long stems on evergreen 
shrub

Fat Spike Grosso a large full flower spikes
Folgate a blue violet, early bloomer
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Gros Bleu a showy
Hidcote Giant a evergreen shrub, good for hedging
Hidcote Superior a dark violet, double bloomer, compact
Impress Purple a evergreen shrub, suitable hedge

Lodden Blue a

long stems on compact, semi-dwarf 
shrub

Maillette a large evergreen shrub, aromatic

Miss Katherine a

pink-brushed flowers on long stems, 
evergreen shrub

Purple Bouquet a dark violet purple, long stems
Royal Velvet a dark violet purple, double bloomer
Sharon Roberts a dark violet purple, long stems, hedge

Skylark a airy-fairy look when coming into bloom

True Grosso a

perfect dome, like a hedgehog, tight 
foliage on evergreen shrub

Bloom quality
Betty's Blue a double-bloomer
Buena Vista a double-bloomer
Croxton's Wild a robust, early
French Fields a early, continuous
Hidcote Superior a double-bloomer
Irene Doyle a prolific double-bloomer
Purple Bouquet a double-bloomer
Royal Velvet a double-bloomer
Sachet a early summer
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Sarah a prolific when mature
Sharon Roberts a all-season bloomer
Skylark a prolific double-bloomer

Super a

double-bloomer if covered through 
winter

True Munstead a early bloomer, compact short stems
Tucker's Early a early double-bloomer
Tuscan Blue a Long wands, lavender blooms
Wycoff a dark violet, double-bloomer

Cold Hardy hardiness zone
Folgate a 5 to 9
Melissa a 5 to 9
Croxton's Wild a 5 to 9
Buena Vista a 5 to 9
Twickle Purple a 5 to 9
True Munstead a 5 to 9
Betty's Blue a 5 to 9

Lavender varieties by post-
harvest uses

English 
Lavender Lavandin Relevant quality

Crafting (shorter stems) (longer stems) flower color
Betty's Blue a deep blue-violet
Buena Vista a dark purple
Edelweiss a white
Folgate a violet
Hidcote Giant a dark purple
Impress Purple a deep purple, striated silver
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Purple Bouquet a dark purple
Royal Velvet a deep violet
Sachet a purple-blue
True Grosso a dark violet
Wycoff a dark violet

Culinary flavor
Buena Vista a sweet
Croxton's Wild a

Folgate a mint note
Melissa a sweet & peppery
Miss Katherine a

Royal Velvet a

Oil distillation note
Fat Spike Grosso a high oil content
Hidcote Pink a sweet note, aromatic
Irene Doyle a can produce commercial oil
Maillette a top producer of high-quality oil
Impress Purple a nice oil producer

Super a

best perfumes of all hybrid lavenders, 
high oil content, prized for distillation

True Grosso a high oil content

Lavender varieties by aroma English 
Lavender Lavandin Relevant quality

Sweet aroma note
Blue Mountain a very fragrant
Croxton's Wild a sweet scent
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Hidcote Superior a sweet scent
Imperial Gem a strong aroma
Irene Doyle a fragrant
Lodden Blue a nice aroma
Maillette a strong perfume
Melissa a wonderful fragrance
Seals 7 Oaks a aromatic
Skylark a aromatic
True Munstead a very fragrant
Wycoff a fragrant

Pungent aroma note
Gros Bleu a fresh, clean fragrance
Impress Purple a strong
Super a fragrant
Hidcote Giant a strong, long-lasting fragrance
True Grosso a long-lasting fragrance


